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Measurement of femtosecond electron bunches using a rf zero-phasing method

D. X. Wang, G. A. Krafft, and C. K. Sinclair
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, 12000 Jefferson Avenue, Newport News, Virginia 23606

~Received 12 September 1997!

Bunch lengths as short as 84 fs~rms! have been measured at Jefferson Laboratory using a rf zero-phasing
technique. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first accurate measurement of the longitudinal distribution
function in this regime. In this paper, an analytical approach for computing the longitudinal distribution
function and bunch length is described for arbitrary longitudinal and transverse distributions for the case where
the intrinsic energy spread of the bunch is small compared to the correlated energy spread imparted by
zero-phasing cavities. The measurement results are presented, which are in excellent agreement with numerical
simulations.@S1063-651X~98!05802-4#

PACS number~s!: 29.27.Fh, 29.17.1w, 41.75.Ht
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in
use of very short electron bunches in short-wavelength f
electron lasers~FELs!, linear colliders, advanced accelerato
such as laser or plasma wakefield accelerators, and Com
backscattering x-ray sources@1–3#. Bunch length measure
ment is essential to develop such machines and also pla
critical role in developing and verifying new longitudina
measurement techniques such as coherent radiation me
@4#.

The conventional technique of measuring short bunc
using a streak camera cannot resolve bunch lengths of 10
or less@5#. Recently developed frequency-domain techniqu
which involve measurements of coherent radiation spe
lead to results that are not uniquely determined when
longitudinal distribution shape is not knowna priori @4,6–8#.
Therefore results from previously published measureme
using these techniques are somewhat uncertain@8#. As a
time-domain alternative, the zero-phasing technique has b
used to measure longitudinal profiles and bunch length
picosecond bunches for many years. Good consistency
found between measurement and simulations@9–13#. How-
ever, the longitudinal profiles reported in Refs.@9, 11# were
obtained in conditions where the transverse beam sizes
be neglected, while the formula used in Ref.@10# to calculate
bunch lengths is only valid for Gaussian distributions. F
thermore, it is not clear if this technique can be applied to
femtosecond regime. In this paper, analytical formulas
given for computing the longitudinal distribution functio
and bunch length for arbitrary longitudinal and transve
distributions for cases such that the intrinsic energy sprea
the bunch is small compared to the correlated energy sp
imparted by zero-phasing cavities. The applicability of t
technique to femtosecond bunches is demonstrated and
firmed by numerical simulations.

Because the zero-phasing technique has been succes
applied to analyze short bunches, and given the uncertain
inherent in the frequency-domain approach, it is asserted
such zero-phasing measurements are best able to prov
measurement standard in the subpicosecond regime, e
cially for measuring the beam longitudinal distribution fun
tion. Usually accelerating cavities and regions of nonz
571063-651X/98/57~2!/2283~4!/$15.00
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dispersion are available at linear accelerators to allow s
measurements to be completed. Because, in practice,
zero-phasing method is destructive and relatively time c
suming, one can imagine calibrating more rapid nondestr
tive devices for monitoring purposes, and such uses are i
applications of the frequency-domain techniques.

II. ANALYSIS OF ZERO-PHASING TECHNIQUE

Zero-phasing measurements utilize several rf accelera
cavities ~zero-phasing cavities!, a spectrometer, and a hor
zontal profile measuring device. The rf cavities operate at
zero crossing of the accelerating wave and impart a tim
correlated momentum deviation along the beam bunch. T
a spectrometer translates the longitudinal momentum sp
into a horizontal position spread. Based on measuremen
the horizontal profile, the bunch length and longitudinal d
tribution function can be determined. In the analysis, it
assumed that the longitudinal phase space can be treat
an ellipse, and that the intrinsic energy spread or the width
the energy spread can be neglected at a given longitud
position. In other words, only the linear tilt of the longitud
nal ellipse is taken into account. Under this approximati
an analytical expression for the longitudinal distributio
function is derived as a function of the horizontal distributi
function and horizontal profile measured at the spectrom
with the zero-phasing cavities on.

The horizontal position of an electron at the spectrome
can be divided into two parts, i.e., a nondispersive term
a dispersive term, which are written as

x5x01X5x01h
dE

E0
5x01Cz, ~1!

where

C5C01C15~2peVrf /l rf1dE/dz!h/E0 , ~2!

h is dispersion of the spectrometer,E0 anddE are average
beam energy and energy deviation, respectively,z is longi-
tudinal position at entrance of the zero-phasing cavities,l rf
is the rf wavelength,Vrf is the summed accelerating voltag
of the zero-phasing cavities, anddE/dz is the slope of the
longitudinal phase-space ellipse. The linear slope of the
2283 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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celerating voltage of the zero-phasing cavities, i
2peVrf /l rf , is used because the rf wavelength is mu
longer than the bunch length. All electrons with differe
combinations ofx0 andz that satisfy the condition given b
Eq. ~1! appear at the same horizontal positionx at the spec-
trometer. The total number of electrons atx is the integral

F~x!5E f x0~x2Cz! f z~z!dz, ~3!

whereF(x) is the horizontal profile measured at the spe
trometer with the zero-phasing cavities on,f x0(x0) is the
transverse distribution function with no dispersion effect
the spectrometer, andf z(z) is the longitudinal distribution
function at the entrance of the zero-phasing cavities. Th
fore the measured horizontal profile is simply a convolut
of the longitudinal distribution function and the horizont
nondispersive distribution function. The longitudinal dist
bution function can be deconvolved as

f z~z5X/C!5
C

2p E F *F~x!eikxdx

* f x0~x!eikxdxGe2 iCzkdk

'
C

2p E F *F~x!eikxdx

* f x~x!eikxdxGe2 iXkdk. ~4!

In principle, f x0(x) may be directly measured with an expe
mental arrangement where the profile measurement devi
placed in a straight beam line at the same distance from
spectrometer dipole and with the same optical propertie
the spectrometer, but with no dispersion. However, in pr
tice, f x(x) may be approximated by the horizontal profi
measured at the spectrometer with the zero-phasing cav
off, if the dispersive part of the initial energy spread is sm
compared to the horizontal beam size. Such an approxi
tion was made for the measurement, even though the
mated dispersive part is only about a factor of 2 smaller t
the nondispersive part in the worst case with the ze
phasing cavities off, and the resulting error is only about
or 4 fs for the shortest bunch case. IfF(x) and f x0(x) are
both Gaussian distributions, the longitudinal distributi
function f z(z) is also Gaussian. From Eq.~4!, a relation be-
tween longitudinal bunch length and measured transv
bunch widths is found to be

sz5~V22sx
2!1/2/C, ~5!

wheresz , V, andsx are corresponding widths of the Gaus
ian profiles, as used in Ref.@10#. As another example, if the
width of f x(x) is negligibly small compared to that ofF(x),
it can be replaced by ad function, and the longitudinal dis
tribution function equals the measured profile, i.e.,f z(z
5X/C)5CF(X) as in Refs.@9, 11#, with a scale conversion
factorC between the horizontal and longitudinal dimensio
More generally, Eq.~4! should be used in situations, as
linacs, where the distributions are not Gaussian or, as is
essarily the case when short bunches are measured, w
the initial transverse beam size is not negligible.

f z(X) can be readily computed using Eq.~4!, if F(x) and
f x0(x) or f x(x) are measured. By applying the scale factor
C, f z(z) is obtained. However, usually,C0 can be experi-
mentally determined butdE/dz is unknown a priori. To
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overcome this problem, the horizontal profiles are measu
at both zero-crossing points of the rf waves, 180° ap
which alters the sign ofC0 . WhenC0 andC1 have the same
sign, the measured linear energy spread is larger than
imparted by zero-phasing cavities, resulting in a widerF(x).
The rms values ofXrms

1 and Xrms
2 can be calculated from

correspondingf z
6(X) functions, where1 and 2 signs rep-

resent190° and290° rf phases from the crest. The rm
value ofzrms is given by

zrms5
Xrms

1

uC0u1uC1u
5

Xrms
2

uC0u2uC1u
. ~6!

Notice that all rms values are positive anduC0u is usually
much larger thanuC1u. The longitudinal rms bunch length i
given by

zrms5
Xrms

1 1Xrms
2

2uC0u
, ~7!

and the initial phase-space slope normalized by the rf sl
is given by

uC1u/uC0u5u~dE/dz!u/u~2peVrf /l rf!u5
Xrms

1 2Xrms
2

Xrms
1 1Xrms

2 . ~8!

The sign of the initial phase-space slope is easily determi
from the sign convention of the rf wave. The longitudin
distribution function f z(z) is obtained using scale factor
given by Eq.~6!, accordingly. In principle, the distribution
functions derived from both cases should be identical.
practice, there will be differences resulting from deviatio
of the original longitudinal phase-space distribution from t
ideal one. Such differences can be used to evaluate the
of the measurements.

The formula and measurement procedure were tested
ing PARMELA computer simulations. This code has been us
extensively during commissioning of Jefferson Laborator
CEBAF ~continuous electron beam accelerator facility! to
verify experimental results. Very good agreement has b
found between various measurements and simulation re
in the past. The zero-phasing measurement was perfor
numerically and compared to the simulated bunch leng
The test cases showed good agreement over bunch lengt
the range of 100 to 400 fs, with a 10 fs systematic offs
indicating that the assumptions are good.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The measurement was carried out at the CEBAF injec
A block diagram of the injector layout is given in Fig. 1.
100 keV cw electron beam is generated and chopped b

FIG. 1. Schematic block diagram of CEBAF injector layout
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57 2285MEASUREMENT OF FEMTOSECOND ELECTRON BUNCHES . . .
pair of rf chopper cavities into a bunch train with variab
duration from 0 to 40 ps~rms! separated by 2 ns. The bea
is bunched by a rf buncher and accelerated to 500 keV b
rf ‘‘capture’’ cavity, a five-cell variableb normal rf acceler-
ating structure. Then the beam is further bunched and ac
erated to 5 MeV by the two superconducting rf~Srf! cavities.
Following acceleration to the final injection energy of 4
MeV by 16 Srf cavities, little additional bunching occur
due to longitudinal relativistic effects. Nominally, 16 S
cavities in the first and second Srf modules run on cres
achieve maximum energy gain and minimum energy spre
During the measurement of the shortest bunches, the
eight Srf cavities are phased to plus and minus 90° off cr
A wire scanner is used to measure horizontal profile at
spectrometer. Three typical profiles are shown in Fig. 2
can be fit closely to Gaussian distributions. Both zero pha
of each individual zero-phasing cavity are determined
finding the phase that yields zero transverse movement a
spectrometer viewer when the cavity is turned on and
The beam energy and summation of the zero-phasing ca
gradient were measured by the spectrometer Hall probe.
experimental parameters in this measurement arel rf of 20

FIG. 2. Horizontal profile measured by the wire scanner at
spectrometer, where the scanner signal is proportional to the ch
density and the circles are from measurement and the solid cu
are Gaussian fittings. Profile~a! was measured with the zero
phasing cavities off while profiles~b! and ~c! were measured with
the zero-phasing cavities at190° and290° off the crest.
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cm, h of 1.52 m,Vrf of about 20 MV,E0 of about 25 MeV,
and 33105 electrons per bunch. Other estimated beam
rameters are rms intrinsic energy spread of 20 eV, rms n
malized longitudinal emittance of 0.3p ps keV, rms normal-
ized transverse emittance of 0.14p mm mrad, and rms
horizontal and vertical beam size of 0.25 and 0.5 mm at
zero-phasing cavity, respectively. It is noticed that the bun
length at the spectrometer viewer is usually significan
longer than the bunch length at the zero-phasing cavity,
to the dispersion of the dipole. Collective space-charge
fects are negligibly small due to the low charge per bun
and the high energy. Higher-order horizontal focusing ter
due to energy deviations are estimated from optics to
three orders of magnitude smaller than the dispersion te

The bunch length was systematically changed by vary
the second Srf cavity phase, resulting in a serial longitudi
phase space rotation. Excellent agreement has been ach
between the measurement and simulation, shown in Fig
In addition, the measurement results are consistent wit
power measurement of the coherent synchrotron radia
~CSR!. As expected, CSR power increased when the bu
length became shorter, and minimum bunch length yield
maximum CSR power@14#. In Fig. 4, the left side of Eq.~8!
is plotted from simulation in the solid line while the righ
side is displayed from measurement in the circles, as
phase of the second Srf bunching cavity is varied as in F
3. Measurements and simulation results agree well. I
noted that the zero value point represents the upright pos
of the ellipse in the longitudinal phase space, where
shortest bunch was obtained in both experiment and sim
tion, i.e., the minimum point in Fig. 3. There is a steep slo
around the zero point where the slope of the ellipse chan
sign, corresponding to the transition from undercompress
to overcompression. Therefore the maximum slope of
ellipsedE/dz is about a factor of 7 smaller than the rf slop
2p eVrf /lrf of 720 MeV/m. The resolution about 30 fs~rms!
for this particular measurement setup is limited by the tra
verse beam size. It should be stressed that the bunch d
bution and length obtained by this measurement are the o
at the zero-phasing cavities, not at the transverse profile m
suring location.

e
rge
es

FIG. 3. The bunch length versus the second Srf cavity pha
where the circles are from measurement and the solid curve is f
simulation.
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IV. CONCLUSION

The zero-phasing technique provides a means of mea
ing the longitudinal density distribution function and th
bunch length of fs bunches. It has played a crucial role
CEBAF in characterizing the bunching process and calib
ing a noninvasive CSR bunch length monitor that is an
valuable tool for machine operations. Measurement at b

FIG. 4. The normalized longitudinal phase-space slopes.
circles are the measurement of the right-hand side of Eq.~8!,
(Xrms

1 2Xrms
2 )/(Xrms

1 1Xrms
2 ), while the solid curve is the left-hand

side, (dE/dz)/(2peVrf /l rf), from simulation.
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zero crossings and the above analysis not only provid
means of unambiguously determining the longitudinal dis
bution and bunch length, but also give additional informati
about the longitudinal phase-space orientation that is v
valuable in studying the bunching-forming process and co
paring it to the simulation model. In addition, it was als
possible to check how close the assumptions were to rea
Similarly to a streak camera, a bunch-to-bunch resolut
may be obtained by using a vertical rf sweeper after
spectrometer dipole plus a gated camera.

An electron bunch length as short as 84 fs~rms! has been
measured using the zero-phasing technique. Analytical
mulas are derived for calculating the longitudinal distributi
function and bunch length and for determining the longi
dinal phase-space orientation, at least, in an average se
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first accurate m
surement of the beam longitudinal distribution in the regim
of less than 100 fs, and zero phasing is the only techni
that has demonstrated such a capability. Numerical sim
tion provides validation of the assumptions of the techniq
The systematic measurement results are in excellent ag
ment with the simulation and consistent with CSR pow
measurements.
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